Was Kennedy assassination a conspiracy?
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Robert Fano, who has served as Ford Professor of Engineering and computer science, said he has already made plans for his new role in continuing education, the Center's main function, when he becomes EE department head. Davenport said he has already made plans to meet with a group of people from the Route 128 electronics industry to explore what MIT can do for people who have been out of school for several years.

Davenport to head EE dept
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Davenport's appointment drew praise from the EE Faculty member Oswald's assassination, according to Tech. "He is the best possible choice," Professor Edward Fredrick, director of Project MAC, said. "Davenport understands things very well with both the Computer Science and EE faculty members. I was really glad that he was appointed." Fred Professor of Engineering Robert Fano, who has served as Associate Head for Computer Science of the EE Department under Smulian, said he felt it was a "wonderful appointment. Davenport is a very good man for the job," Fano added that he thought the appointment would be "broadly supported throughout the department."

Fano, who had stated earlier that he would probably leave his post as Associate Department Head when Smulian stepped down, added that he was not sure if he would stay on if asked by Davenport: "Every year I'm closer to retirement, and there are still a lot of things I'd like to do... I'll really like to help out, but there is still some tech work I want to do before I retire."

Steve Bevis G, a member of the department's Student-Faculty Committee, said that he felt student reaction to the appointment "will probably be positive." Because of Davenport's work in CAES, he said to too well known to students," according to Bates, "but he'll do the job. He's one of the better candidates," Bates added that the "was not really too surprised that he was picked." A second student, who was in a seminar taught by Davenport for three years, said he thought the appointment would be "broadly supported throughout the department." Davenport added that he thought the appointment would be "broadly supported throughout the department." Davenport added that he thought the appointment would be "broadly supported throughout the department."

Davenport will continue as acting CAES director until a new director is selected. He said it would be "difficult" for him to withdraw from his year efforts there.

He will still maintain some contact with his role in continuing education, the Center's main function, when he becomes EE department head. Davenport said he has already made plans to meet with a group of people from the Route 128 electronics industry to explore what MIT can do for people who have been out of school for several years.

One of these people, Saltzman, said he had shown Secret Service identification, although all the Secret Service agents were supposed to be in the motorcade.

The conspiracy theory of the assassination, which has been espoused by many people who studied the events in Dallas that day and photographed pictures of several buildings near the site of the shooting, where snipers could have hidden. Some pictures taken of those buildings were shown at the time. Others believe that Saltzman pointed out was a man in the Zapruder film who raised an umbrella seconds before the shooting started, and lowered it after the shooting stopped.

According to Saltzman, this man could be seen from all the buildings where it is suspected that snipers were holsters. Another man was supposedly seen displaying a sign reading "SOB JFK" shortly after the shooting stopped.

"Any further hypothesis would be mere conjecture," another piece of evidence that Saltzman pointed out was a man in the Zapruder film who raised an umbrella seconds before the shooting started, and lowered it after the shooting stopped.
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